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We need better leadership in Capitular Masonry as well as in all other branches of the Fraternity. 
Unless you have effective officers, your Masonic bodies will decay. To find good leaders, you must 
first have a broad base of membership in your community from which to draw. If you do not have this 
"leadership pool," then your first move is to interest your outstanding citizens in the York Rite of 
Freemasonry. Every respected Protestant citizen of your community should be a York Rite member.

In the past two decades we have lost some of our best potential Masonic leaders to service clubs, junior
chambers of commerce, churches, youth movements, etc., where often only one year of active service 
is demanded of the individual. I do not mean to imply that a Masonic leader cannot be active in many 
other community activities as well, but the burden an average York Rite body places on the time of its 
officers would well preclude a young, aggressive and talented executive from accepting an office in 
Freemasonry.

Why is this?

Most chapters, councils and Commanderies insist on starting a companion "at the bottom of the line." 
In the case of the chapter, for example, this means nine years. Now presume you offer such an office to 
an executive of your community.

Certainly, he would like the honour of being high priest of your chapter, with a good possibility of 
becoming state, or even national head of the organization. However he considers his own personal life -
here you offer him nine years of servitude, during which time eight of it is spent doing little but 
attending hundreds of meaningless meetings - none of which call for his ability, leadership or 
imagination. His life is full and demanding and he cannot visualize attending do - nothing chapter 
meetings for nine years. The incentive is not worth the goal!

On the other hand he is asked to accept the presidency of Rotary, Lions, or to serve as chairman of his 
church board, or head a charity drive for one year only. Here is something he can "get his teeth into." 
Which does he accept? You know the answer. We have lost another potential leader.

Why can't your chapter select an exceptional leader and elect him for three, two or even one year?

You can, if you wish. Grand chapter law (in Missouri) provides that only five offices are elective - high
priest, king, scribe - plus secretary and treasurer. It does not say that the scribe shall progress to king 
and the king to high priest. Nor does it say that any of the appointive officers below this grade shall be 
either elected or reappointed. Years of custom in many of our chapters has led companions to believe 
that starting "at the bottom of the line" is the only legal method of progression.

If you say, "How can he learn the ritualistic parts?" my answer would be that he does not need to learn 
any ritual other than how to open and close a chapter, and if he is an intelligent man, he can learn. this 
in a few hours. You have elected him to be an administrator, an organizer and a promoter. Give your 
ritualistic parts to regular degree teams. Divide your chapter workers as administrative and ritualistic. 
This gives more jobs and spreads the responsibility. In turn this gives your chapter more vitality and 
interest.



When you elect an outstanding citizen of your community as high priest, you not only increase the 
prestige of your chapter, but give the grand chapter a source from which it may tap dynamic leadership 
for the state level.

Anon

 
From its origin to the present hour, in all its vicissitudes, Masonry has been the steady unwavering 
friend of man.

Rev. Erastus Burr
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